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WRITER ’S NOTE  
 

 
When I was in Aix-en-Provence, France in the summer of 2016, I watched a    

documentary that a friend had long recommended to me, called Công Binh: La 

longue nuit indochinoise (2013) by filmmaker Lê Lâm. It told the story of young 

Vietnamese men who came to work in France during World War II, from           

recruitment to repatriation. It followed a handful of men in their nineties who 

retold what they could remember from over half a century ago. Learning about 

these laborers for the first time, I was struck by the story and also the way Lê 

Lâm told it. I was lucky to be in Aix at the time as it prompted me to look for the 

very materials that made the film possible. Yet I also wondered about life in 

France for these young men, so I imagined, and I wrote.   

This project emerged from a desire to share research on this generation of    

laborers to a larger public. It is far from original in that it was inspired by          

extensive existing research and work done on the time period. I think to            

Kim-Loan Hill who wrote on the first group of worker-soldiers in the first 

World War, Liêm-Khê Luguern who followed suit for those of the Second World 

War in her dissertation, Joël Pham who created the platform and resource 

travailleurs-indochinois.org, and of course, Lê Lâm and his 2013 film. Taking a 

cue from the director, I started writing a play because theatre as a medium of 

art, makes scholarship accessible.   

What I find unique in theatre, especially as a mode of exhibition, is the fluid 

boundaries between performer and audience. The spatial limitations of a           

theatre require a director’s creativity but also the imagination of the public to 

arrive at a certain portrayal of any given scene. In my past experience in small 

productions mainly as performer, I found that this fluidity between performer 

and audience also translates to the invocations of similar feelings, not only   

because they are shared, but also because theatre, in the classic sense, is a 

reflection of the public. 

Yet the theatre’s stage is also that sacred space where words and actions are 

experimented upon and sometimes, despite how begrudgingly we might         

admit, are free from consequences. This is an advantage and disadvantage    

that we might as well embrace. Indeed, we may laugh and frown, the                

piece still ends, the lights turn off, and the curtain is drawn. But let us                    

still remember what we learn, experience, and feel, so that it the end isn’t         

The End, but one. An end.  

SYNOPSIS  
 

 
Between October 1939 and June 1940, almost 20,000 Vietnamese 

men were conscripted for labor as Ouvriers non-specialisés (ONS), 

to come to aid the mère patrie in the war effort. Arriving first in       

Marseilles, they would be sent off to different cities throughout        

the country to work in factories, separated but nevertheless         

working along with other colonial subjects and French ouvriers.    

After the June 22 Armistice, many looked forward to repatriation, 

but only a quarter of the men would actually embark return ships     

to Vietnam due to British closing of sea lanes by the end of 1941.        

For those remaining in France, their labor would be leased out            

to private industries and most would not be repatriated until 1952. 

Their retention in France, even after the war ended, also led the      

labor camps to be incubating grounds for Trotskyist movements. 

And upon their return, some would remain under surveillance           

for rebellious activity. A number of laborers never returned to         

Vietnam, having found jobs, French wives, and other alternative      

and successful ways of integrating into French society.   

  

Set in Southern France toward the 1939-1940 wave of labor              

conscriptions, this light-hearted story follows a group of                       

Vietnamese workers including Thanh, an ambitious youth in his      

early 20s who never finished his baccalaurat due to costs, Cuong,        

a wise forty-year-old who hides his ability to read Nietzsche           

regularly because of the tensions with Germany at the time, and      

enthusiastic Loic, renamed from Luan, who is naïve, street-smart 

and eager to learn. The three meet in Marseilles, sharing nothing     

but their last name, Tran, in common. Along with the other men,    

Kien, Binh, Tam, and Trung, they learn the French language, discuss 

the philosophies of work and freedom, and embark on possibilities 

open once in France. 



ACT I:  1940  

 

 
A group of Vietnamese men disembark the Si Kiang in Marseilles       

in January, 1940. They will make up the 24th Company, 3rd Legion of     

Indochinese laborers as ouvriers non-specialisés (ONS) under     

surveillance of the Main d’oeuvre indigène, nord-africaine et            
coloniale (MOI). Most of these men come from Tonkin, the northern 

region of Vietnam (figure 1), and are illiterate except for a particular 

group of individuals whose education levels attract them to one     

another. 

CAST  

 Figure 1:  Map of Tonkin, where the men in the narrative are 

Hoang Vu as THANH  
Graduate Student, History  

Cuong Pham as CUONG  
2nd year in Industrial and Labor Relations  

Reece Kearney as LOIC  
Graduate Student, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering  

Hannah Hughes as KIEN  
Graduate Student, Romance Studies  

Van Le as BINH  
Graduate Student, Comparative Literature  

Vinh Pham as TAM  
Graduate Student, Comparative Literature  

Brian Balduzzi as TRUNG  
MBA Student, Johnson School of Business  

Romain Pasquier as Voice of the AGENT  
Graduate Student, Romance Studies  



ACT II:  1941  
 

 
One year since the men have been in France, they are now settled in 

a powder factory in Sorgues, near Avignon. Despite the large facility, 

diverse groups of workers (Malgaches, Senegalese, French 

ouvriers) are separated to different barracks and tasks. Much has 

happened in the last year, including the June 22nd Armistice, in which 

Germany obtained occupation of Northern and Western regions of 

France (figure 2). Laborers in these areas are then moved to the 

zone libre in the south, that is, Vichy-governed areas. For those     

already stationed there, factory work in powder and ammunition 

stops altogether on Germany’s command. This brings the MOI to 

lease their Indochinese ONS labor to private sectors in agricultural 

work. Meanwhile, the coming of the Lunar New Year marks a year 

since their arrival to France, and their growing relationships with 

one another. 

ACT III :  1942   
 

 

With the war escalating in Europe and in the Pacific theatre, France 

anticipates Germany’s occupation of the remaining free zones of 

country. Unable to repatriate all of the men because of maritime   

restrictions, the remaining laborers continue to work in private    

sectors, with particular concentration in the Camargue region.       

The remainder of the 24th Company are now permanently in             

Camargues, in the salt mines as it is off season for rice and grape 

harvesting. With the Third Republic no longer in place, and terms of 

service contractually ended, exit opportunities become a recurring 

topic of discussion. 

 Figure 3: 47 th Company in Sorgues (Vaucluse), 
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 Figure 2: Map of France after the June A rmistice  
 delineating Zone occupée and Zone libre.  
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